We investigate the energy loss of quark and gluon jets in quarkgluon plasma produced in central Au+Au collisions at RHIC energy. We use the physical characteristic of initial and mixed phases, which were found in effective quasiparticle model for SPS and RHIC energy [5] . At investigation of energy loss we take into account also the production of hot glue at first stage. The energy loss in expanding plasma is calculated in dominant first order of radiation intensity [3, 4] with accounting of finite kinematic bounds. We calculate the suppression of π 0 -spectra with moderate high p ⊥ , which is caused by energy loss of quark and gluon jets. The comparison with suppression of π 0 reported by PHENIX show, that correct quantitative description of suppression we have only in model of phase transition with decrease of thermal gluon mass and effective coupling G(T ) in region of phase transition plasma into hadrons (at T ≃ T c ). However quasiparticle model with increase of these values at T → T c in accordance with perturbative QCD lead to too great energy loss of gluon and quark jets, which disagrees with data on suppression of π 0 . Thus it is possible with help of hard processes to investigate the structure of phase transition.
Introduction
Energy loss of high energy quark and gluon jet in relativistic A+A collisions lead to jet quenching and thus probes of quark-gluon plasma [1] Recently was found considerable suppression of hadron spectra at moderately high p ⊥ < 6 GeV in central Au + Au collisions, especially for π 0 production [2] . This suppression can be explained by energy loss of moderate p ⊥ ≤ 10 GeV gluons jets. This is one of the major new results at RHIC energy, which not observed before at lower SPS energies. In the work [3] were investigated the energy loss in various orders in opacity L/λ g , and was shown that these series is strongly dominated by the first term. It was shown also that finite kinematic boundaries [4] decrease the energy loss at intermediate jets energies as compared to the asymptotic limits. Recently in the work [5] on the basic of quasiparticle model at isentropic expansion were investigated the physical characteristic of initial plasma phase and also of mixed phase at SPS and RHIC energy -i.e. the values T 0 , τ 0 , τ c . In the present work we use these initial conditions for investigation of energy loss of high energy gluons and quarks jets at RHIC energy. At investigation of energy loss we take into account also the possibility of two stages of equilibrium, i.e. production of hot glue at first stage [6] . The calculation of energy loss is important for investigation of phase transition structure of quark-gluon plasma into hadrons. In the works [7, 8] was used phenomenological parametrization of coupling constant G(T ) in accordance with perturbative QCD. When approaching to phase transition from above, the decrease of thermodynamic values in accordance with SU(3) gauge theory is caused by increase of thermal gluon mass and also of coupling constant G(T ), that is correctness of perturbative theory is questionable. In phenomenological model of confinement [9] is assumed the decrease of thermal gluon mass m g (T ) at T → T c from above, that is and decrease of effective coupling strength G(T ). It can be accounted since at decreasing of T more and more gluons become confined and form heavy glueballs, and effective glueball exchange interaction between gluons are reduced. However for this the entropy density s(T ) will exceed the lattice entropy because light masses near T c . This difference may be accounted in quasiparticle model by modifying of number effective degrees of freedom in thermodynamic functions:
The explicit value C(T ) may be estimated as ratio of lattice entropy and quasiparticle entropy density s g (T ) with dropping mass m g (T ). At T ≫ T c we have C(T ) ≃ 1, and near T ∼ T c we have C(T ) < 1. The value C(T ) for gluons have form [9] :
where C 0 ≃ 1.25, δ ≃ 0.0026, β ≃ 0.31. The Lattice results for Debye mass m D (T ) can be parameterized well by formula:
where β ≃ 0.1, δ ≃ 10 −6 . It possible some variation of parameters, for example β ≃ 0.05, δ ≃ 10 −7 . The thermal mass m g (T ) is parameterized by analogy with formula (3). The value G 0 can be determined by asymptotic value of running coupling α s (Q 2 ). For system with u, d, s quarks we have G 0 ≃ 1.9 [5] .
The relations (2) , (3) give good description of SU(3) lattice data for s, ǫ, p for T close to T c . It is possible to extrapolate effective quasiparticle model to system with dynamic quarks with analogous effective coupling G(T ) and the value C(T, T c ) with some variation of parameters [9] .
It is interesting to note, that from conservation of entropy and of number of net nucleons follow, that massive constituent quarks (m q and m s ) appears also with decrease of number of degrees of freedom in the presence of octet of pseudogoldstone states, and with the same effective number of degrees of freedom appears hadrons in hadronic part of mixed phase [5] .
It can be shown, that such picture of phase transition with decrease of effective coupling strength G(T ) near T ≃ T c gives not bad quantitative description of jet quenching and of suppression of hadronic spectra in central Au +Au collisions at RHIC energy. However the parametrization of coupling strength G(T ) in accordance with perturbative QCD lead to too great of jet energy loss, which disagrees with experimental data for suppression of hadrons with large p ⊥ at RHIC energy.
In the work [5] we do not find noticeable difference for mesons and baryons spectra in ordinary perturbative theory with running coupling α s (T ) in comparison with effective quasiparticle model. However the perturbative model disagrees with SU(3) lattice data in region of phase transition. Thus the spectra of particles apparently weakly depend on character of phase transition. Therefore in a sense the investigation of jet quenching represent significant interest.
In Sec. 2 we calculate the energy loss of high energy gluon and quark jets in quark-gluon plasma at RHIC energy. At calculations we use the initial conditions in plasma at SPS and RHIC energy, which was found in quasiparticle model [5] . We take into account here also the production of hot glue at first stage. We show that energy loss at SPS energy are too small. We show also, that in perturbative theory the energy loss of gluon jets is too great.
In Sec. 3 we calculate the suppression of π 0 at moderate p ⊥ : 3 ≤ p ⊥ ≤ 6 GeV in central Au+Au collisions. We take into account the jet quenching and parton shadowing factor in nucleus. We show that suppression of π 0 spectra at P π 0 ⊥ ≥ 3 GeV/c do not contradict to experimental data at RHIC energy.
In Sec. 4 -conclusion.
2 Energy loss of high energy jets in quarkgluon plasma
In effective quasiparticle model [5] we have investigated the initial condition and evolution of plasma stage, where there is equilibrium for both quarks and gluons. We have found for RHIC the values T 0 ≃ 216.3 − 219.6 MeV (for some variation of parameters), τ 0 ≃ 2.22 − 2.18 fm and τ c ≃ 6.34 − 6.52 fm. We have found also corresponding values for SPS energy T 0 ≃ 175 MeV, τ 0 ≃ 3.28 fm, τ c ≃ 4.1 fm, i.e. we have here short plasma stage. The production at the first stage of more hot glue plasma is caused by relatively large gg cross section in comparison with qg andcross section [6] . In the lowest order matrix elements M 2 in formula:
at large-angle are related thus [10] :
i.e. gg scattering is most important. The small-angle scattering lead to divergent cross-sections, which however are finite in QGP on account of finite "Debye mass" t min = g 2 T 2 . The cross section at large-angle is determined by formula:
The cross section at small-angle have form:
The effective scattering rate 1/τ g is determined by sum for large and small angle:
Here the value α s is determined by effective coupling constant α s =
, where:
and G 0 ≃ 1.9 (look at formula (3)) The net gluon density in effective quasiparticle model have such form:
where we have: m
For estimation of initial temperature of hot glue we use Bjorken model [11] . The value dN/dy per unit central rapidity (charged + neutral) is determined by formula [5] for Au+Au collisions:
One can estimate portion of gluons and sea u, d, s quarks (and antiquarks) from structure function [12] , going backward in time from many secondaries into hot plasma [6] . For number of partons (for example gluons in nucleon) we use the formula:
where g(x, Q)-structure function, m char is characteristic hadrons mass ∼ m ρ , |p| -nucleon momentum. We have for RHIC energy m char /|p| = 2m char / √ s ≈ 0.012. By analogy for the number of sea quarks we have:
We have the estimation N sea /N g ≈ 0.44, i.e. the number of gluons more than twice as much than one of sea quarks. It is possible to estimate the number of gluons in central region of rapidity, if turn to account the relation (12) :
where N val = 3(N −N ) ≃ 49 (N −N is the number of net nucleons for RHIC in central region of rapidity: N −N ≃ 16.3 [5] ). This gives the estimation:
Taking into account the formula (8), we have the relation for definition of hot glue initial temperature T g :
(We express the physical values in units m π = 139 MeV). The value α s (T ) is determined by formula (9) . From formula (17) we have found the value of T g :
From formula (10) we have the initial gluon density:
Thus the gluons equilibration time is:
For quarks and gluons equilibration time we have τ 0 ≃ 1.541/m π ≃ 2.18 fm/c [5] . In region T ≤ T g the value τ g we estimate by help formula (8) . For example for T = 300 MeV we have n g ≃ 12.2 m 3 π and τ g n g ≃ 9.65 m 2 π from formula(8), i.e. τ g ≃ 0.791/m π . By analogy at T = 250 MeV we have n g ≃ 6.5, τ g n g ≃ 6.99, i.e. τ g ≃ 1.0751/m π . Near at τ 0 (i.e. T 0 ≈ 219 MeV) these estimation at T ≥ T 0 are more rough. For T = 225 MeV from (8) we have n g ≃ 4.4, n g τ g ≃ 5.88, i.e. τ g ≃ 1.34. If we assume the equilibrium of quarks and gluons at T = 225 MeV, i.e. n g+q ≃ 13.45 m 3 π , then τ g+q ≃ 1.391/m π . However at T ≥ T 0 it is possible some reduction of number hot quarks with the same momentum distribution as gluons [6] , and τ g+q will nearer to τ g . The values of T and τ at RHIC energy are shown in table 1.
The dominant first order radiation intensity distribution for expanding plasma is given by formula [4] :
We take into account here the modification x → x(1 − x) for x → 1 [13] . The value E is jet energy, C R is color factor of jet (C R = N c for gluons) It is assumed that quark-gluon plasma can be modeled by well separated color-screened Yukawa potentials. The upper kinematic bound of medium induced momentum transfer is |q| max ≈ 3µ(τ )E. The transverse momentum k 2 ⊥ is connected with gluon emission distribution from parton jet in the absence of a medium. The kinematic bound on the transverse momentum is k
for gluons with light cone momentum fraction x (where µ 2 (τ ) = 4πα s T 2 (τ )). The value z = τ is limited by thickness L of target, but as a matter of fact, by end of plasma phase and by beginning of mixed phase τ c , i.e. by duration of plasma phase τ 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ c . The value ρ(τ ) is the gluons or quarks density at time τ along the jet path (i.e. ρ = n g or n q ). The energy loss ∆E is defined by integrating dI/dx (21) over x. The value
in finite kinematic bounds is calculated by Monte Carlo method for values of τ (T ) in region τ g ≤ τ ≤ τ c (at RHIC energy) and for series of meaning of E. For calculation of complete energy loss ∆E for every meaning of E it should be take into account the scattering of gluons (and quarks) by gluon and quark potential in plasma medium. For example, the portion of gluon scattering on gluon potential in medium is defined by formula:
where σ gg is cross section of gluon on gluon potential, and σ gq -correspondingly on quark potential. Also the portion of gluon scattering on quark potential is (1 + = 4/9 [3] . The complete energy loss ∆E of gluon jet is determined by formula:
, (24) where the value I 0 (E, τ ) correspond to I 1 (E, τ ) in variable |k|/µ and |q|/µ. By analogy the energy loss of quark jet is determined by formula:
where C F is color factor of quark:
. In this work we calculate the energy loss in approximation, where quarks taken into account only for completely equilibrium of quarks and gluons in plasma, i.e. at T c ≤ T ≤ T 0 (T 0 ≃ 219.6 MeV at RHIC energy [5] )
In table 1 we show at RHIC energy the various physical values and also the energy loss ∆E g (τ ) for τ g ≤ τ ≤ τ c (or T c ≤ T ≤ T g ) for example at E = 10 GeV.
The complete energy loss ∆E is calculated by numeral integrating over τ . We have ∆E g ≃ 3.15 GeV at E = 10 GeV. In Fig. 1 we show the complete energy loss of gluon jets ∆E g (E) for series meaning of E, and in Fig. 2 the relative energy loss ∆E/E(E) Let us consider now the energy loss at SPS energy. For the value dN/dy per unit central rapidity (charged + neutral) we have [5] :
The number of partons from structure function is determined also by formulas (13, 14) , but now x min ≃ 0.09−0.1. We have the part of sea quarks N sea /N g ≃ 0.58. With accounting of number valent quarks in central region of rapidity ≃ 57 × 3 we have now:
We have the relation analogous (17) for definition of hot glue initial temperature T g , where now: 1 πR (17) for T g in that case is absent. Apparently at such low energy the hot glue phase practically do not distinguish from phase of common equilibrium or close to it. In table 1 we show at SPS energy by analogy with RHIC the energy loss ∆E(τ ) for example at E = 4 GeV for common equilibrium. At E = 4 GeV the total energy loss is ∆E ≃ 106 MeV. The small energy loss is caused by short plasma phase at low SPS energy. It should be noted, that energy losses which here were found correspond to above-mentioned model of phase transition with decrease of effective coupling strength G(T ) and m g (T ) at T → T c from above. In the work [5] was considered the analogous problem of nuclear collisions by the use of ordinary perturbative theory in powers of running coupling α s in quark-gluon plasma (up to order O(α s )) In this perturbative theory the coupling α s increase with T → T c above. Though this model disagrees with SU(3) lattice data in region of phase transition (i.e. near of T c ), we do not find here of noticeable difference for spectra of particles in comparison with effective quasiparticle model, i.e. the spectra weakly depend on structure of phase transition.
However let us consider the energy loss at RHIC in perturbative model. We use the relation (8) with running coupling α s [5] (with λ ≃ 180 MeV) and values n g without quarks and with quarks at perturbative decomposi- tion. We find the initial temperature of hot glue T g ≃ 400 MeV. The initial temperature of total equilibrium is T 0 ≃ 219 MeV, τ 0 ≃ 2.18 fm and τ c ≃ 3.73 fm. From corresponding table, which analogous to table 1, we find the total energy loss, for example ∆E ≃ 13.5 GeV for E = 16 GeV, ∆E ≃ 8.5 GeV for E = 10 GeV, and ∆E ≃ 3.5 GeV for E=4 GeV. These too great energy losses as stated above disagrees with data for suppression of hadrons with large p ⊥ in central nuclear collisions at RHIC energy. This disagreement is caused by injustice of perturbative theory near of phase transition. The jet quenching reduced the jet energy before fragmentation, where the jet transverse momentum is shifted by energy loss on to value ∆E(E) [14] . This effect consist in replace the vacuum fragmentation function by effective
, where
The invariant cross section of hadron production in central A+A collisions is given by formula :
Here t A (r) is the nuclear thickness function, k ⊥,a and k ⊥,b -the initial transverse momentum of partons, f a/A and f b/A -partons structure function. It is assumed usually, that distribution g A (k ⊥ ) have a Gaussian form.
It should be noted, that intrinsic k ⊥ and the transverse momentum broadening (Cronin effect) are important for final hadron spectra at around SPS energies. However as the energy increases the spectra become flatter and small amount of initial k ⊥ give small change of spectra. At RHIC energy one can neglect by effects of initial k ⊥ with good approximation [15] . We do not take into account in this work the intrinsic transverse momentum at RHIC energy.
For parton distribution per nucleon in nucleus we take into account the parton shadowing factor S a,b/A (x, r) for spherical nucleus and S a,b/A (x) for flat disks, for which we take the parametrization used in HIJING model [16] . In this model the factor S a/A (x, r) decomposite into two parts: S(x, r) = S 0 (x) − α A (r)S 1 (x), where α A (r) = 0.1(
A . For flat disks we have α A (r) →ᾱ A = 0.1(A 1/3 − 1). It can be shown that the upper limit of the impact parameter is b max ≃ 0.632 R Au for 10% central Au+Au collisions. In formula (30) without of initial k ⊥ it is convenient to introduce the new variable
By integrating in formula(30) on r and b we obtain cross section of hadron production in central Au+Au collision for example for gluon jet:
where
) -gluon structure function in variable ξ, D h/g is fragmentation function [17] and K is K-factor. The value Φ(x 1 , x 2 ) describe the contribution of shadowing. We have for spherical nuclei Φ(x 1 , x 2 ) = 226.58 S 0 (x 1 )S 0 (x 2 )−117.27 S 1 (x1)S 0 (x 2 )−97.69 S 0 (x1)S 1 (x 2 )+ 54.87 S 1 (x1)S 1 (x2). The value S 0 and S 1 -from work [16] .
The value f gg (ξ) is the portion of gluon-gluon elementary cross-section in variable ξ :
We have also:
The value z max we find from relation (29):
The corresponding value E for gluon jet at every meaning of p 
The such type relations we use in formula (31) for gluon jets. But it should be noted, that for of quark scattering by gluon and quark potential the color factor decrease on value 16/81 = 0.198, i.e. correspondingly decrease and energy loss ∆E (look at (25). From relation E −0.198∆E g = p 
In this work we calculate the effective suppression factor of π 0 -spectra at RHIC energy, or the ratio:
where T AA (b) is the overlap integral of spherical (or flat) nuclei. This is ratio between the spectrum in central AA and pp collisions, which is normalized to the effective total number of binary NN collision in central AA collisions. If we do not take into account the nuclear effects (jet quenching and shadowing), this ratio should be unity at large p ⊥ . In formula (37) we take into account in numerator the such partons collisions:
1. The gluon-gluon collision, the gluon scattering by gluon potential and gluons fragmentation into π 0 . This process is described by formula 2. The gluon-quark collision (with u and d quark), the gluon scattering by gluon and quark potential and fragmentation of gluon. In formula (31) we have f qg (ξ) (33) with corresponding factor, the product G g G q [12] and ∆E/E of type (35). 4. The quark-quark collision f(ξ) (34), the quark scattering by gluon and quark potential and fragmentation of quark. We have here ∆E/E also of type (36) and product G q G q .
5. The collision of gluon with sea quarks, the gluon scattering by gluon and quark potential and gluon fragmentation. Here we use also effective fragmentation function D π 0 /g with ∆E/E of type (35) and corresponding structure function [12] .
In denominator of ratio (37) we calculate the sum of analogous processes (1-5) for the same meaning of p π 0 ⊥ but without nuclear effects, i.e. with ∆E = 0, z max = 1, and without of shadowing, i.e. S 0 (x 1 ) = S 0 (x 2 ) = 1, S 1 (x 1 ) = S 1 (x 2 ) = 0 for spherical nuclei.
We have calculated the ratio (37) for hard collisions (3 GeV/c ≤ p The theoretical values of R AA in Fig. 3 correspond to sufficiently large meaning of p ⊥ . In intermediate region 1 ≤ p ⊥ ≤ 3 GeV there are uncertainties associated with the interplay of contribution from hard and soft processes. In soft region p ⊥ < 1 GeV/c it is possible make the estimation of R AA in formula (37) if to use scale like A 1.1 :
. This gives the value R AA ≃ 0.25 − 0.29 close to experimental data, which there are for charged particles.
Conclusion
In this paper we investigate the energy loss of quark and gluon jets in quarkgluon plasma and suppression of π 0 spectra at RHIC energy. We use the initial conditions in plasma, which were found before in effective quasiparticle model for SPS and RHIC energy [5] . We take into account also the production of hot glue at first stage at more high temperature and density. It can be shown, that plasma is sufficiently thin:n = τc τg dτ n g (τ )σ gg (τ ) ≃ 1.28, wherē n is mean number of jet scatterings. The energy loss in expanding plasma is calculated in dominant first order [3, 4] with accounting of finite kinematic limits. The energy loss of gluon and quark ∆E is calculated in wide region of parton energy E. These energy losses we use for calculation of suppression of π 0 spectra with moderate high 3 < p ⊥ < 6 GeV/c, taking into account the modification of gluons and quarks fragmentation functions. At calculation we take into account the parton shadowing factors in nucleus [16] . In result we have considerable suppression of π 0 spectra, which caused by abovementioned effects. This suppression agrees with data reported by PHENIX in region p π 0 ⊥ = 3−4 GeV/c. The estimations of R AA (37) in soft region (p ⊥ < 1 GeV/c) with accounting scale like A 1.1 also agrees with experimental data. However we do not take into account the intrinsic transverse momentum k ⊥ at RHIC energy. This accounting is important for spectra at SPS energy (Cronin effect), but at RHIC energy one can neglect by effects of initial k ⊥ with good approximation [15] . In principle it is possible small increase of R AA at moderate p ⊥ because of transverse momentum broadening.We will take into account the intrinsic k ⊥ in the next work.
Apparently the most important conclusion of this work consist in possibility with help of hard processes to investigate the structure of phase transition plasma into hadrons. The correct quantitative description of π 0 suppression we have only in model of phase transition with decrease of thermal gluon mass m g (T ) and effective coupling G(T ) near by phase transition (at T ≃ T c ). But quasiparticle model with increase of these values at T → T c in accordance with perturbative QCD lead to too large energy losses, which disagrees with data on π 0 suppression. We show also that energy losses at SPS energy are very small in consequence of too short plasma phase.
It is interesting to investigate also the suppression of charged mesons and baryons spectra. This processes we will investigate in the next work.
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